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Observation #1

Simplification of complex information can result in information loss.
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Observation #2
Adding complexity can also result in information loss.
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Observation #3

It’s hard for unsophisticated recipients to understand whether
complex information is informative or not.
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Research Question

How do firms choose complexity in their mandatory disclosure.
And how do investors react?
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Model

I manager observes firm value ỹ and needs to communicate it to
investors

I a proportion χ of investors are sophisticated and a proportion 1− χ
are unsophisticated

I manager chooses the type of disclosure to maximize firm price,
defined as the average expectation of investors

P = χEI [ỹ] + (1− χ)EN [ỹ]
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Model
I With probability (1− β) > 0, the manager has to choose from three

types of disclosure:

• Simple (∆S): all investors observe y with probability ρS , and with
probability 1− ρS they don’t observe anything.

• Complex informative (∆C): sophisticated investors observe y with
probability 1; unsophisticated investors don’t observe anything.

• Complex uninformative (∆U ): sophisticated investors observe y with
probability ρU , and with probability 1− ρU they don’t observe
anything; unsophisticated investors don’t observe anything.

I With probability β > 0 the manager has no discretion over the type of
disclosure (issues ∆i with probability ωi ∈ (0, 1), where i = S,C,U).

I All investors understand whether disclosure is simple or complex, but
only sophisticated investors understand whether complex disclosure is
informative or not.
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Model

I Informativeness: the chance a randomly picked investor understands
disclosure.
• complex informative ∆C �

inf
simple ∆S �

inf
complex uninformative ∆U

I Fairness: the chance that two randomly picked investors have the
same understanding of information
• simple ∆S �

fair
complex uninformative ∆U �

fair
complex informative ∆C

Complex informative disclosure is, by assumption, the most informative
but the least fair.
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Main Results

All equilibria exhibit the same pattern:

|− − −−−−−−−−︸ ︷︷ ︸
complex uninformative ∆U

TL−−−−︸ ︷︷ ︸
simple ∆S

TH−−−−−−−−−−−︸ ︷︷ ︸
complex informative ∆C

|

I Intuitive: the higher the signal is, the more informative the manager
wants the disclosure to be to increase the price impact.

I Low signals are disclosed in a complex uninformative way to fool the
unsophisticated investors and attenuate the price impact.

I Analogy: writing an academic paper.
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Main Results
There exist two types of equilibria:

1 with positive reaction to complex disclosure and negative reaction to
simple disclosure;

|− − −−︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆C

TL−−−−︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆S

TH−−−− µ−−−−−−−−−−−−−︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆C

|

• This equilibrium always exists.

2 with negative reaction to complex disclosure and positive reaction to
simple disclosure.

|− − −−−−−−−−−︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆C

TL−− µ−−−−−︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆S

TH−−−−−−−︸ ︷︷ ︸
∆C

|

• This equilibrium always exists when there are not so many
sophisticated investors.
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Other Results

I Empirical stylized fact: U-shape relationship between complexity and returns
(proxy for manger’s information) around 10-Q filing dates

I Numerical predictions and robustness checks
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General comments

I very well-written

I important topic

I parsimonious interesting model

I empirical regularities and predictions

I mature, presented at the JAE conference last year

I I learned new things, and I am curious to learn more
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What I have learned

I have learned about the effects of informativeness of complex disclosure.

I My previous intuition from Verrecchia (1990) and Titman and
Trueman (1986) is confirmed: managers choose more informative
disclosure for better news.

I However, more nuanced details about what the manager does when
he trades off informativeness to sophisticated and unsophisticated
investors to have a more favorable average investor’s response.

I Simple/Complex disclosure can lead to a negative or positive response
from an average investor.
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What I have yet to learn – 1

What are the effects of fairness of complex disclosure?

I Complex disclosure is unfair.

I In equilibrium, the extreme news are disclosed through complex
disclosure.

I This harms the potential unsophisticated buyers and sellers the most.

I Unsophisticated investors don’t like trading a firm that does not level
the playing field (Miller, 2010)

I Ex-ante managers should be willing to provide fair and informative
disclosure even when it’s costly.
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What I have yet to learn – 2

What are the clientele effects of complex disclosure?

I The investor pool is not exogenous to firm disclosure.

I Managers adjust disclosure to attract or discourage particular
investors.

I Is χ really a parameter?
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What I have yet to learn – 3

What are the effects of different attributes of complex disclosure?

I There is a spectrum of choices between complexity and simplicity.

I Quantitative vs qualitative; readability; location; formating; tone.
I Narrative complexity vs structural complexity (Carlin, 2009).

• Do unsophisticated investors fail to understand complex things or does
it take them longer to understand?

I Differential costs of simple vs complex informative vs complex
uninformative.
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What I have yet to learn – 4

What are the effects of complexity on other market participants?

I Regulators?

I Competitors?

I Peers?

I Other stakeholders?

I Supply chain?

I Spillover effects?
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What I have yet to learn – 5

I would like to learn more about the price formation process.

I Price in the model is the belief of the average investor:

P = χEI [ỹ] + (1− χ)EN [ỹ].

I The price is not set by the average investor’s beliefs, it is set by the
marginal investor’s beliefs.

I Marginal investor is the one who is most likely to be the buyer or
seller on the next trade.

I The paper does have an appendix with endogenous price formation,
but a more elegant model would add contirbution.
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Thank you for your attention!
Looking forward to reading the published version of

the paper!
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